A model of generalized optical anisotropy of polycrystalline networks formed by albumin and globulin in human brain liquor has been suggested. The polarizationphase method of spatial and frequency differentiation of linear and circular birefringence coordinate distributions have been analytically substantiated. A set of criteria characterizing the dynamics of changes in polarization-phase images corresponding to necrotic changes in liquor polycrystalline films for determination of death coming prescription has been detected and substantiated.
Principles of optical detection of death coming time

Introduction
Among diverse optical-physical methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] of diagnosing the optical-anisotropic components in biological objects, a specific trend has been separatedlaser polarimetry [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] of microscopic images of biological tissues in approximation of linear birefringence of polycrystalline protein networks. At the same time, apart from linear birefringence, the mechanisms of transforming the state of laser radiation polarization by optical-anisotropic biological structures are more diverse and include optical activity or circular birefringence [7, 8] . The laser polarimetry techniques characterize general manifestations of these mechanisms in the process of polarizationally inhomogeneous images formation [9, 10] . At the same time, each of these partial mechanisms is closely related with transformation of biochemical components of the biological layer [12, 13, 15, 17] . Consequently, pathological or necrotic changes are inevitably accompanied by the changes in various types of optical anisotropy. Thus, the task of optical differentiation between these mechanisms is important for development of laser polarimetry techniques in the task of determination of death coming prescription (DCP). At present time, forensic medicine needs essential renewal of the techniques of DCP estimation. It is related with the fact that existing methods depend on multiple factors of external environment and circumstances of death [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Existing lack of modern, objective techniques of DCP estimation stimulates the search and development of novel techniques for investigation of postmortem changes in human biological tissues and fluids [23] . Noninvasive optical methods of diagnostics of the structure of biological layers are perspective in this field. On this base, opening up the possibilities of objective and more precise estimation of interval from the moment of human death coming becomes real. Fourier analysis of polarizationally inhomogeneous images of biological layers can become one of possible solutions of this task [24, 25] . The main idea of such an approach is based on the existence of differences in spatial-frequency spectra of Fourier images corresponding to non-uniformly scaled biological crystals with various anisotropy mechanisms.
Our research is aimed at designing an experimental method of Fourier laser polarization phasometry of the layers of human liquor for determination of death coming prescription by means of statistical analysis of time dynamics in the change of polarizationally filtered field of the scattered coherent radiation.
The theory of method
Conventional for medical practice optically thin (attenuation coefficient τ ≈ 0.093…0.096) smears of human liquor on the homogeneous glass (refraction index n = 1.47) dried at room temperature were used as objects of investigation.
The view human liquor is a phase-inhomogeneous fluid consisting of:
 large-scale (100…150 μm) acicular crystals of albumin with prevailing linear birefringence. Optical anisotropy of acicular structures is characterized by the following Jones matrix [16]  
Here,  is the direction of the optical axes of an acicular crystal,
-value of a phase shift between the orthogonal components of the amplitude of laser wave with the length λ, which passed the geometric path L through the crystal with a linear birefringence Δn.  small-scale (5…20 μm) globulin crystals with prevailing circular birefringence or optical activity characterized by the matrix [16]  
Here,  is the rotation angle of the laser wave polarization plane as a result of optical activity (circular birefringence -occurrence of the phase shift between the left and right circularly polarized components of the amplitude) of the crystal. While the laser radiation is passing through this layer, due to the total impact of various anisotropy mechanisms a polarizationally inhomogeneous image is formed 
are Jones vectors of probing and object waves. From the medical viewpoint, the task of "optical separation" of polarization manifestations of linear and circular birefringence of albumin and globulin crystals is topical [10, 14, 16, 17] . The fact is that necrotic changes in human organism are accompanied by the decrease of concentration of optically active globulins in liquor and the destruction of polycrystalline network in albumin crystals. To realize this task, we applied the method of the spatial-frequency filtration of a polarizationally inhomogeneous field corresponding to laser radiation in the Fourier plane [24, 25] . The main idea of this approach lies in the fact that spatial-frequency structure of the Fourier form describing the laser image of the liquor polycrystalline network is different for its large scale albumin and small scale protein structures. Therefore, through space-frequency filtering, one can mainly select either low-frequency (with prevailing linear birefringence) or high-frequency (predominantly optically active) components, which can be converted into corresponding "separated" laser images by means of the reverse Fourier transformation.
Thus, the spatial-frequency filtering enables to differentiate laser images of various conformational components of the polycrystalline network in the liquor smear data. For experimental acquisition of "phase" information from the obtained images, the Fourier scheme of filtering was joined with the well-known techniques of polarization filtering. [26] .
To measure the phase shift δ distribution, the sample was located between two crossed quarter-wave filtered plates (   
The following expressions are the solutions of Eq. (4)
Here, I 0 is the probing beam intensity, 
2. Temporal dynamics of changing in the polarization-inhomogeneous images of liquor films
Optical scheme
The optical scheme of Fourier polarimetry which was used in this work is described in details in [25] . The following two groups were used as objects of investigation in this research:  intravital polycrystalline liquor films taken from donor-patients -Group 1 (48 samples);  postmortal polycrystalline liquor films taken from the patients who died of myocardial infarction -Group 2 (48 samples). Experimental study of time dynamics of postmortal change in biochemical structure of liquor films was performed using the following algorithm: 1. For each sample of polycrystalline liquor films, the coordinate distributions of phase-shift values were determined (relations (5), (6)).
2. The measurements of phase maps corresponding to polycrystalline liquor films were performed in two stages: 1 st -every 15 min for 6 hours from the moment of death; 2 nd -every hour up to 30 hours after the moment of death. 3. For each distribution of phase-shift values, the statistical moments of the 1 st to 4 th orders were calculated (relation (7)). 4. The time dependences of change in the statistical moments most sensitive to necrotic changes until the stabilization value of these parameters were determined. It is quantitatively manifested in the decrease of the average and dispersion characterizing random phase values distributions of polycrystalline liquor films and the increase of observation time after the death moment. Statistical moments of higher orders (asymmetry and excess) of these polarizationally inhomogeneous images, on the contrary, increase.
Spatial-frequency phase maps
Time monitoring of post-mortal changes of phase maps for liquor films proves the most dynamic change in the statistical moments of the 3 rd to 4 th orders (Table 1) . It goes from time monitoring the changes in the statistical structure of phase distributions corresponding to large-scale polycrystalline networks in liquor films that the interval of DCP determination T = 30 hours.
Diagnostic possibilities of determination of death coming by using high-frequency Fourier phasometry of the rotation angle   y x,  illustrate probabilistic (fragments (c) -DCP = 1 hour, (d) -DCP = 6 hours) dependences of the phase maps (fragments of (a), (b)) provided in Fig. 2 . It is obvious that rotation angle maps of optically active molecular compounds represent the ensemble of small-scale zones, the amount of which essentially decreases with the DCP (death coming prescription) increase. This fact quantitatively characterizes the 4-fold decrease in the half-width range of random phase values in 6 hours after the moment of death. The observed degradation processes in the small-scale polycrystalline structure of liquor films can be related to the decrease in concentration and decay of chiral molecular complexes. Table 2 presents the calculation results of statistical moments of the 3 rd to 4 th orders characterizing phase distributions of the small-scale component in globulin polycrystalline networks, liquor films glucose during 14 hours after death moment.
The comparative analysis with the data of largescale microscopic images revealed the decrease in the interval of DCP determination due to a more steep decrease of the values of statistical moments of the 3 rd to 4 th orders T = 14 hours.
Analytical algorithm for determining death coming prescription
The following relations for DCP determining can be obtained from the analysis of the model scheme presented in Fig. 3 . 
Using relation (8), the expression for DCP determination is obtained:
Here,
is the value of objective parameter determined by intravital liquor sampling from the donor (Table 3) . The following intervals and accuracy of DCP determination are presented in Table 4 . 
Conclusion
The model of optical anisotropy for the liquor polycrystalline networks has been suggested, and the method of Fourier phasometry of linear parameters (phase shift between the orthogonal components of the laser wave amplitude) and circular (the angle of rotation of the polarization plane) birefringence with a spatialfrequency selection of the coordinate distributions for the death coming prescription determination have been analytically substantiated.
The hypothesis of linear changes of the values of statistical moments was confirmed by the 3 rd to 4 th orders characterizing phase distribution of different scale components in microscopic images of polycrystalline films.
The optical manifestations of polycrystalline networks of liquor, most sensitive to post-mortal changes -the statistical moments of the 3 rd to 4 th orders characterizing phase distributions of different scale components in microscopic images of polycrystalline films were detected.
The interval T = 30 hours and accuracy ΔT = 45 min of DCP determination by means of the technique for determining phase distributions of the large-scale component in a microscopic image of liquor films was found.
The interval T = 14 hours and accuracy ΔT = 25 min of DCP determination by means of the technique for determining phase distributions of the small-scale component in a microscopic image of liquor films was found.
